Fitting Instructions for vehicle graphics kits
Tools required:
Sharp knife or scalpel
Squeegee
Bowl of soapy water
Please read carefully the following terms and
conditions BEFORE using this product.
Ensure panels are clean, (free from dust, wax,
oil etc), avoid working in extremely hot or cold
temperatures. (If you are applying your graphic
outside, make sure you have someone at hand in
case the wind picks up and causes damage to you
graphic. The graphics need to be fitted using soapy
water, you don’t need a lot of washing up liquid in
your water, just enough to cause bubbles This will
help you position your graphic, and enable your
graphic to float into position, Too much washing up liquid will cause your adhesive not to stick
properly.
Larger graphics may also need two people to work
together.
Carefully remove your graphics kit from its backing
film, placing your image face down on a flat clean
surface. Remove the backing film (silicon release
paper) from the graphic, making sure that all the
vinyl kit stays in layout position. Avoid finger marks
on the vinyl itself. Wet your adhesive side of the
graphic with your soapy water and also the area of
the vehicle that you are applying to. Your graphic
can then be taken over the vehicle, keeping it taut,
and avoiding fabrics, clothing otherwise dust and
fluff can be attracted to the static of the vinyl.
Position the wet graphics gently on the panel, using a tape measure, or pre- appointed removable
marked layout marks, and using an application
squeegee, work out the soapy water from behind
your graphic, Working from the centre outwards,
press down the vinyl pushing the water/air out
towards the edges.

Allow adhesion to take hold. If there are any air
bubbles, use a Sharp Knife to carefully pop the
bubbles and push the air out, once this is done just
trim around any areas that need trimming to your
required shape.
You are advised to thoroughly check all measurements of the vehicle and materials before any application work is carried out.
You assume the entire risk of using the materials. The images on licensed software have been
produced from technical information supplied by
the manufacturer. Whilst the utmost care has been
taken during creation to ensure accurate measurements the manufacturer and distributor accept no
responsibility for loss of time, money or materials
due to inaccuracies.
If you do not accept the terms of this agreement as
listed above, promptly return the package along
with the written materials to the supplier.
If this kit is returned with components missing or
damaged due to misuse, then charges may still
apply, this will be down to the discression of the
supplier.
Our contact details are below and if you have any
questions in relation to your installation, please do
not hesitate in contacting me:Office…01827 899982
Mobile...078 999 68802
Ian Hinkley, Chatom Signs

